I-80 ROTORS

Adapted from field-proven
Hunter golf technology

KEY BENEFITS
Strong Planetary Gear Drive

Total-Top-Service (TTS) Design

For long-lasting reliability, the I-80 offers a super-strong
planetary gear drive derived from our field-proven golf
rotors. The robust internal gears are extremely durable
in all water quality conditions, providing years
of trouble-free operation.

The top serviceability of the I-80 rotor provides
convenient no-dig servicing of the riser assembly or
filter screen, preventing damage to the surrounding
turf areas.

Rubber Cover or Turf Cup Options
With a small exposed surface area, the optional
rubber cover kit or turf cup kit provides safety on the
playing field.

Complete Arc Adjustment
Adjust from 70° to a non-reversing 360° for flexibility
across all landscapes and reduced inventory.

Wide Flow Range Nozzles
70°

360°
in 1

https://hunter.info/i80

A full line of color-coded, triple-port nozzles are
available for high-uniformity coverage in long-range
applications. The nozzles are easy to identify, specify,
and install.

IN THE FIELD
① Issue: I need a long-range rotor with a high flow rate.
Solution: With seven nozzle choices, the I-80 rotor provides a wide flow
that is ideal for use on parks and sports fields.

② Issue: Vandals occasionally damage my rotors and mess up my coverage.
Solution: The super-strong internal drive of the I-80 protects the
housing from vandals and ensures the correct arc pattern in every
application.

③ Issue: I am using a source where the water isn’t always top quality.
Solution: All Hunter rotors are designed for durability, but the hightorque I-80 has an extra-strong planetary gear drive that powers
through the toughest conditions.

IN THE DESIGN OFFICE
• Total-Top-Service I-80 rotors offer consistent
performance, even in harsh environments. They
are simple to service in pristine turf environments,
providing a reliable solution for large sports field
installations (figure 1).
• Optional full-circle opposing nozzle I-80 models,
along with optional rubber covers and turf cups,
provide maximum water efficiency and safety on
large sports venues.
• Tested in our ISO Certified Test Facility, ensuring a
top-quality product for years to come.
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